SAKTHI FOUNDATION - Uni5 CAC
Uni5 RAMAYANAM - 4. FEATURES OF THE KALIYUGA
The term kali means ignorance. People of kali yuga [period of ignorance] [majority of people] live with
the ignorance. It is the ignorance of physical benefits, materialistic pleasures and much importance to
body level needs. Let us listen from Saint-Poet Valmeki about this period. But it is our choice when
and where to shift the level of thinking.
* People will lose trust in Vedic lessons because they will be considered to be very sacred and can be
trained only for certain castes.
* People will also find no time for rituals to attain their basic needs through prayers and increase their
SAL ENERGY.
* People will suffer in life various issues and they will be irritated and confuses to get a solution.
* Natural elements will be ignored and the proper Vedic customs to respect-conserve them will be
regretted.
* People of sanadhana dharma will themself be against the Vedic lessons and concepts.
* People also contradict the Vedic life pattern and universal harmony.
* People will trust others in higher ranks for their materialistic benefits and praise them.
* People have limitless desires and to attain that they will do anything.
* Health of mankind will be affected.
* People will be just expecting others to offer any thing free and they will be miser.
* Women especially just live to enjoy the life of luxury.
* Concept of marriage will be ignored by generations of later years. Issues among couple will be
increased.
* Illegal sex, love and relations will be increased and it will be justified by the people.
* People live without contentment and they just compare themself with others.
* People like to live for others and they seek others appreciation in every aspect.
* People always try to attain what others have attained materialistically.
* Men will try to have many unacceptable relations with others.
* Abuse actions in all levels, false impression on others, talking lies, gossiping, conflicts with
emotional stress and appreciation of bad qualities as heroic actions will be increased in the society.
* Even educated people will be living with above qualities.
* Unwanted, useless talks for hours together will be there.

* People waste their time just in talking.
* Even saints like to attain posts, fame, money, followers, titles and rewards.
* Saints will be crowded with pupil with false trust and devotion.
* People contradict the ethics of life and they never listen to each other.
* Atheism tries to prevail all across the society.
Let us think the above features of kaliyugam and try to be aware that we are away from these! For
that we need to understand first ourselves. But our self-ego will never allow that. So we look upon
some one's life through which we connect ourselves with their issues and try to rectify the problem.
Ramayanam, Bahavatham, Mahabaratham, periyan Puranam, Thiruvilayadal puranam,
Silapathikaram and many more literatures serves this purpose.
Sri Rama Jeyam!

